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ABSTRACT

We developed a system to investigate resonant nonlinear optical interactions in acetylene molecules, confined in
a hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HC-PCF), using light injection through a low-loss splice from one end of
the fiber, allowing us to work at low power. Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) was observed in
the 1500 nm telecommunications window.

Keywords: Electromagnetically induced transparency, hollow-core photonic crystal fiber, telecommunications
window, three-level lambda system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a coherent optical effect that provides a narrow spectral
transparent window within an absorption medium.1 In addition, a very sharp variation in dispersion is also
created in this transparency window.2 EIT has attracted considerable interest in recent years, offering a variety
of potential practical applications, such as ultra-slow light,3 all-optical switching4 and wavelength converters,5

light storage6 and single photon switching.4 Despite the great potential of EIT in Hollow-core photonic crystal
fibers (HC-PCF), the development of experimental setups for its characterization is still complex.

The first demonstration of EIT was presented using high power pulsed laser interacting with Strontium
vapour,1 and since then, EIT has been studied in various media, gas vapour cells7 and lasing without population
inversion in an atomic beam.8 The light propagation can be changed from slow light to fast light regime using
EIT,9 a periodic modulation of atomic absorption can be produced with this phenomenon, inducing a Bragg
reflection of the signal.10

New possibilities have arisen with the development of HC-PCF, since these fibers can be readily integrated
to existing fiber technology, being an ideal bridge between photonics and quantum optics.11 HC-PCF have the
ability to combine light confinement and long interaction length.11 Efficient Raman scattering at low power
regimes was reported in HC-PCF filled with Hydrogen,12 observation of EIT at 1.5 µm in acetylene-filled HC-
PCF, with 70% of transparency,2 slow light in HC-PCF at telecommunications wavelengths in which a delay
of 800 ps was achieved,11 efficient all-optical switching using slow light,13 delayed and advanced light pulses in
acetylene-filled photonic microcell.14
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The acetylene (C2H2) has been used to investigate optical interactions, due to its spectral overlap with the
low-loss fiber telecommunications window.15 Acetylene is a symmetric molecule which has clean ro-vibrational
transitions in this range16 and besides that, can stay for a long time inside the fiber with no significant leaks,
being suitable to build a photonic micro-cell, an excellent tool to implement EIT in telecommunications.

We developed a system to investigate EIT, with an efficient light injection into the HC-PCF, allowing us to
work at low powers. This configuration opens the possibility to produce a photonic micro-cell, which is very
useful due to its portability, robustness and potentiality to develop all-fiber devices.

In section II, we present the experimental setup and the procedure used to characterize EIT. In section III,
we show the experimental results obtained. The conclusions are presented in section IV.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In Fig. 1 (a), we show a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. We used a 1.5 m long HC-PCF
(Crystal Fibre, HC-1550-04), which has a core of 10 µm and a mode-field diameter of 9 µm, which makes this
HC-PCF very suitable to be low-loss spliced with a standard single-mode fiber (SMF), due to its similar mode-
field diameter and core size. It has a bandgap extending over telecommunications window of 1480-1620 nm, holey
region of 75 µm and cladding pitch of about 4 µm. One end of the HC-PCF is fusion spliced to a SMF using a
Fujikura FSM-60 splicer machine, with a loss of 1.5 dB. The cleaving angle obtained was smaller than 0.5◦, which
is important to achieve low-loss transition between HC-PCF and SMF in a fusion splice. Besides that, solvents
for fiber cleaning were not used, to prevent infiltration into the HC-PCF holes. We used a mechanical stripper
and dry wiped to remove remains of the acrylate coating. The splice method is based on joining the fibers in a
butt-coupling, obtaining the maximum transmission between the fibers in real time, with the help of a power-
meter and a source at 1550 nm, before applying the electric discharge. The losses are determined by measuring
the transmitted power before and after fusion. The splicer runs in manual alignment mode, and the electrical
discharge is applied over the solid fiber SMF, in order to avoid the collapse of the air holes.17 To minimize this
collapse effect, we choose a weaker fusion current and a shorter fusion time, compared to the ones for splicing
standard solid fibers. We used an offset between the joint and the central axis of the arc discharge, applying the
less possible amount of heat to the tip of HC-PCF, ensuring the preservation of the hole structure. Using the
higher softening point of the SMF, we could produce a resistant splice, optimizing the splicer parameters. In
Fig. 1 (b) we show the transverse cross section of the HC-PCF used in the experiments.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Two CW lasers, probe and control fields, are coupled
to launch the light via SMF spliced to the HC-PCF. The output is aligned through a window with other SMF to be
detected. PC: polarization controller; L: lens; Optical window: anti-reflection coated window. (b) Optical microscope
image of the HC-PCF cross section.

The fusion splice, through its SMF section, is then hermetically attached to the gas chamber, which is built
with stainless steel. The other end of the HC-PCF is just cleaved, with a high precision cleaver and placed
inside the chamber on a V-groove, where is aligned with other SMF through an optical window, covered with
anti-reflection coating over the entire range of the transmission window of the fiber, from where we could collect
the signal after passing the fiber filled with gas, to be analyzed by an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA).



The experimental procedure used to inject gas into the fiber was as it follows. First, we purge the fiber with
acetylene and then evacuate to a pressure below 10−6 mbar. We fill the chamber with 99.9 % pure acetylene,
and detected spectroscopically the presence of gas inside the core of the fiber. All the experiments are performed
between 50-100 mbar. The steady state is reached in 2 days. We use two external-cavity lasers, one tuned to
1517.3144 nm, which is our signal field, and the other one is tuned to 1535.3927 nm, which is our pump field, the
latter one amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and the former one passing through a polarizer
controller. Both fields are then combined using a fiber coupler 80/20, and launched into the fiber filled with gas,
being collected by a collimator in the output to be analysed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Figure 2 we show the energy-level scheme for the three-level lambda system. In order to obtain the probe-
field absorption profile, the probe beam is tuned to the R(15) line of the acetylene, at 1517.31 nm, corresponding
to the transition between level A, represented by 0Σ+

g (J=15), and C, represented by ν1 + ν3Σ+
u (J=16). The

probe-field power is maintained below 200 µW, while its wavelength is scanned over the transition line R(15).
Afterwards, to observe the same transition but in transparency regime, we applied a strong control beam of
290 mW, at 1535.39 nm, corresponding to the P(17) line, between levels B, 0Σ+

g (J=17) and C.
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Figure 2. Energy-level scheme for the three-level lambda system. ΩP and ∆P are the Rabi frequency and frequency
detuning for the probe field, respectively, and ΩC and ∆C are the Rabi frequency and frequency detuning for the control
field.

In Figure 3 the transmission spectra of the probe-field signal, with and without control field, i.e., the power
transmission in function of the wavelength, at the central wavelength of the probe-field signal.
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Figure 3. (a) Transmission spectra of the probe-field signal, at 1517.31 nm, without (a), and with (b) control field, at
1535.39 nm, in function of the wavelength.



Figure 4 shows a typical trace of the probe-field absorption profile, scanned over the R(15) transition line,
with and without the control beam. With the control field on, a narrow transparency window is opened at
1517.31 nm, and it is obtained a transparency peak of 24 nW.
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Figure 4. (a) Measured probe-beam absorption profile, scanned over the R(15) transition in acetylene, within a 1.5 m
long HC-PCF. (b) Measured profile for the same transition, but in the presence of a strong control beam.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed an experimental setup to investigate coherent three level interactions, inside
an acetylene-filled HC-PCF core. Electromagnetically induced transparency was observed, at low powers, due
to its light launching configuration, through a low-loss splice. We obtained the typical trace of the probe-field
absorption profile, without a control field and when this is on, where it is achieved a transparency peak of about
24 nW, suitable to apply to low-light applications, such as quantum communications. The width (FWHM) of
the obtained transparency window is 800 MHz. In order to increase the transparency peaks, we need to work
with lower pressures, to decrease the incoherence sources in the system, such as collisions of the molecules with
each other and with the fiber wall, as well as the absorption of the probe-field. This setup will allow enclosure
the gas inside the fiber core using a second splice, which will be addressed in our future work.
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